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Session 5: Subscription Pass for
Changing Expectations

Subscription Pass
Fan Feedback

OVERVIEW
In 2019-2020, Subscription Pass became an important product for our NBA
and NHL partners. With an average acceptance rate of 69% and average
renewal rate of 67%, Subscription Pass has proven to be a tool for partners
to make the most of their inventory while giving fans ease and flexibility.
In an effort to learn more about Subscription Pass, the Experience Research
Team surveyed fans of six teams who ran Subscription Pass programs in the
2019-2020 season. The survey explored fans’ opinions on Subscription
Pass, including what they most liked about it, how they learned about the
offer, and their history with the team prior to being a Pass purchaser.

KEY LEARNINGS

74%

Fans who scored their overall
experience as a 4 or 5, on a scale
with 5 being the best.

80%

Prior to purchasing a Pass, 80% of fans surveyed
said they previously only purchased single game
tickets, either from the team or a 3rd party.

45%

45% of fans said they were extremely likely
to purchase again, with an additional 29%
saying they were somewhat likely.

2/3

Fans who described themselves as
lifelong fans.

40%
40% of purchasers were most attracted by the
value of the Pass compared to cost. 21%
purchased for guaranteed access to their teams’
games.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Of purchasers surveyed,
68% were male.

37% of purchasers surveyed fell into the 25-34 age
range, while 35% fell into the 35-49 age range.

54% of purchasers surveyed
had a BA from a 4 year college.

SUBSCRIPTION PASS IN A
CHANGING WORLD
When live events with fans come back online, fans will want and need more flexibility than ever.
Offering ticketing options that will provide flexibility and investment guarantees will be key in
helping to win fans back into the stands.
As part of Experience’s flexible ticketing technology platform, Subscription Pass can provide
both the flexibility and guarantees required for you and your fans.

Lower Commitment Levels for Season Ticket Holders
In our recent COVID-19 Study, fans indicated they will be looking to downgrade their
commitment levels when they return to live events. For Season Ticket Holders who are wary
of a full season commitment during and post- COVID-19, Subscription Pass is a great
option, as it offers a month-to-month commitment with the ability to opt out at any time. To
review our full study, click HERE.

Assign Seats to Accommodate Social Distancing
With Subscription Pass, teams and venues have the option to provide fans seats in a social
distancing manner that works best for their specific venue and local guidelines, by delaying
seat assignment. With this extra time, you’re able to optimize your seating inventory, while
fans can choose if they want to attend the event with our ‘Tap to Accept’ functionality, link
with friends, or add guests. To view more information on Experience’s Pass with SafeSeat
Technology™, click HERE.
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